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<<< president’s message

Paul J. Crickard
President of the
Alberta Industrial Fire Protection Association
Welcome to the inaugural Alberta
Industrial Fire Protection Association
magazine Emergency Review. This is the
first in a series of magazines that will be
published on an annual basis. I would like
to take this opportunity to thank a
number of people involved in this
endeavour. First off thank you to DEL
Communications Inc. our magazine
publisher and their personnel, especially
Jason Stefanik, publisher, and Carly Peters,
editor. Both were instrumental in getting
this project off the ground and providing
us with the direction and guidance to get
us to the finished product. I would also
like to thank the AIFPA Executive Vice
President Kevin Kerik, Secretary
Treasurer Stephen McDonald and Past
President Garry Barrett for their
involvement and valued feedback.
The intent of this magazine is two fold.
First is to make you aware of the AIFPA,
where we came from, our mission and
where we are headed, and second, to bring
our association to the next level. We feel
that this publication is an excellent avenue
to promote our association.

The AIFPA was formed in the fall of
1989. The first meeting had six members
representing various aspects of the
industry: Syncrude Canada Ltd., Suncor
Energy, Dow Chemical, Imperial ESSO,
Procor and Agrium. Since then we have
made tremendous strides, and today our
association membership is 109 and going
strong. We have diversified over the years
with existing members not only from the
oil and gas sector, but also the fire, safety
equipment, fire truck suppliers, fire/
emergency training facilities and the
manufacturing sector.
Our association’s success can be
measured in a number of ways, some of
which include: dedication, commitment,
teamwork, strong work ethic, excellent
leadership over the years from the
executive, and a dynamic, high
performance general membership. In the
last several years we have been thinking
outside the box as it were and as a result of
progressive thinking, our association has
risen to new heights.
In over 32 years in the oil and gas
industry, I have been involved in a number
of various organizations, and personally,

the AIFPA for me has been hands down,
bar none, a most beneficial and rewarding
experience with regard to incident
reviews, lessons learned and networking.
Our vendors provide excellent insight with
regard to new and cutting edge technology
in their various product lines. At quarterly
meetings our speakers have provided us
insight with regard to ever changing codes
and regulations, how they impact industry
and influence how we conduct our day to
day business.
I hope that you will find this annual
publication very informative and
beneficial to your organization. In
knowing many of the contributing article
authors in this inaugural magazine
personally, I did and I know that you will
feel the passion they have for the various
subjects they have presented. Thank you
to all those who have contributed articles
to this edition.
In closing I would like to remind all
readers to stay in touch with future issues,
feel free to consider membership in the
AIFPA and please tell a friend of our
magazine. a

Mission
To promote awareness of Industrial Fire Protection
by information sharing, joint problem solving to minimize damage,
loss and injury throughout the industry
in the Province of Alberta.
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Got a
PPE
Problem?

PROBLEM : STIFF, POOR-FITTING BOOTS
HURT YOUR FEET AND YOUR PERFORMANCE.

Globe is the

solution.

NFPA 1971 (Structural Fire
Fighting) and NFPA 1992 (Liquid
Splash) compliant. Also available
in a 12” Zipper/Speed Lace.

Built with CROSSTECH® footwear fabric
for performance unmatched by any other
waterproof, breathable barrier.

SAY GOODBYE TO HEAVY, STIFF, MILITARY-CONSTRUCTION BOOTS FOREVER
– GLOBE FOOTGEAR IS HERE. REMARKABLY FLEXIBLE WITH A UNIQUE CUSHIONED AND CONTOURED SOLE AND CUSTOM FIT SYSTEM, GLOBE FOOTGEAR
FITS BETTER, GRIPS BETTER, AND FEELS BROKEN IN RIGHT OUT OF THE BOX.
GLOBE FOOTGEAR COMES IN A RANGE OF STRUCTURAL, TECHNICAL AND
UUnique
i cementt construction
t ti combines
bi

EMERGENCY NFPA COMPLIANT STYLES. FIND THE GLOBE SOLUTION TO ALL

contoured outsole, 3D lasting board

YOUR PPE PROBLEMS AT:

with built-in flex zone, and multi-layer
composite puncture protection. Without
stiff welts, ribbed midsoles, or steel

1-877-253-9122
www.safedesign.com

plates, this attachment process is far
construction. Globe FootGear has been

Athletic Footwear for Firefighters

tested to withstand 1,000,000 flexes

Globe FootGear is part of the Globe family of brands

with no compromise in performance.

CROSSTECH®, GORE® and designs are trademarks of W.L. Gore & Associates, Inc.
GLOBE FOOTGEAR products are sold by Globe Footwear, LLC. GLOBE and designs are trademarks of Globe Holding Company, LLC.

more flexible than traditional welt

<<< vice president’s message

Kevin D. Kerik (CRSP)
Vice President of the
Alberta Industrial Fire Protection Association
Welcome to the First Annual Alberta
Industrial Fire Protection Association
(AIFPA) Magazine.
Thank you to DEL Communications
Inc. our magazine publisher and their
personnel, in getting our first annual
magazine published.
I hope that you enjoy many of the
articles that are presented in the inaugural
magazine. The main focus for our
magazine is to provide a forum to share
our thoughts; learning’s and best practices
that will help accelerate our association
into sustainable excellence.
There are many emerging standards,
technologies, policies, and equipment that
can help create an ideal Emergency
Response Organization. The one
mainstay in all organizations is its people.
People are literally the heart and soul of an
organization and through experiences of
the individuals a unique culture is created.
The behaviors and beliefs that are
characteristic of a group make up its
culture. Cultures may be progressive and
healthy or they may become toxic and
unproductive; the result is most often
influenced by its leadership. The
dynamics of a group culture include
beliefs such as norms, values, rituals,
leadership and socialization.

Below are some of the key principles for
leadership that helps foster a healthy
culture:
• Know yourself and your people –
Understand your own and the people
working with you development/skill
level.
• Identify what you/your people want
from their job – What are the
motivators? (e.g. job security,
interesting work, promotion and
growth, good working conditions,
appreciation of work)
• Define the key areas of responsibility
– What are the three to five primary
functions of the job?
• Partner performance – Develop a
game plan with expectations, goals and
clear roles and responsibilities. Focus
on “one on ones” regularly. Search for
opportunities to connect your personal
goals to the organizational goals.
• Know your power – Is your power
based on knowledge, position, and /or
interpersonal? Use it wisely and
appropriately.
• Establish clear goals – Ensure goals
are measurable and are measured.

Goals

• Establish and use 360 degree feedback
– Use this feedback to balance how you
are doing and to guide your professional
development.
• Be fair and consistent – Ensure your
approach is thoughtful and
encompassing.
• Personal accountability – When a
person becomes AWARE of something
and takes ownership for the situation,
they are demonstrating a vital
characteristic of a leader.
Every organization will create its own
culture which will be largely dependant on
the quality of its leadership. The long
term development of people and
organizations and their ability to adapt,
change and grow is the most significant
contribution a leader can make.
The Alberta Industrial Fire Protection
Association has actively applied these
principles during its journey of
development and continues to do so. The
result has been a vibrant and growing
organization that truly adds values to its
membership and stakeholders.

“Leadership is in the eyes of other
people; it is they who proclaim
you as a leader.” Carrie Gilstrap a

Exchange of information of technical problems and solutions which the membership has experienced to minimize eﬀort and cost.
An open look at incidents which have happened in and around the Province of Alberta.
To promote the professional development of Fire Protection Professionals.
A common voice for the Industrial sector to the Alberta Fire Commissioner's oﬃce.
A global voice to the suppliers and vendors of the needs of the industry in the
Province of Alberta Information Sharing in the Province of Alberta during emergency situations.
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secretary treasurer’s message >>>

Stephen McDonald
Secretary Treasurer of the
Alberta Industrial Fire Protection Association
I would like to take this opportunity to
thank a number of people involved in this
magazine project. First off thank you to my
fellow AIFPA executive members, Garry
Barrett, Kevin Kerik and our President
Paul Crickard for their assistance and
guidance. I would like to thank our
members who have contributed articles to
the magazine. Thanks also to DEL

Communications, our magazine publisher,
Jason Stefanik and editor, Carly Peters.
The AIFPA executive and membership
has worked very hard over the last several
years to bring our association to the next
level, I personally believe that the launch of
this magazine has gone a long way to
ensuring that.
My hope is that our AIFPA magazine

will allow us to promote fire protection
within industry in the province of Alberta
and for vendors to promote their state of
the art products and to keep us informed
of cutting edge technologies coming down
the tube.
I hope that all readers find our magazine
informative and that articles contained
within are pertinent. a

past president’s message >>>

Garry Barrett
Past President of the
Alberta Industrial Fire Protection Association
As past president of the AIFPA I have seen
this organization grow over the years to
where we are today. Yes, we have had some
growing pains and even a few rough times
along the way, but what successful
organization hasn’t?
In my opinion what sets this association
apart is the teamwork, commitment,
dedication and hard work ethic over the
years by the executive and general
membership within the AIFPA to see the
association succeed. This magazine is a
prime example of what I mean. We were
approached in 2007 by Jason Stefanik of

DEL Communications Inc. about the
possibility of the AIFPA launching its own
magazine. Once the seed was planted by
Jason, the idea was discussed first at the
executive level, and then brought to the
general membership for their approval and
the rest as they say is history.
Don’t get me wrong, this project was not
a cake walk. It took a lot of time, effort and
dedication to get across the line. I would
like to thank a great team of individuals
who made this project possible, DEL
Communications staff, our magazine
publisher, Jason Stefanik and editor,

Carly Peters. Thank you to the AIFPA
executive and membership who were
involved in this endeavour especially to
those members who contributed articles to
the initial magazine.
My hope is that you find our annual
AIFPA magazine an enjoyable read and
that you find the articles to be very
informative for many years to come. We
encourage various industries and suppliers
within the province of Alberta to feel free
to contact us with your feedback on this
our inaugural magazine and possible
membership into the AIFPA. a
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<<< AIFPA executive >>>

The AIFPA Executive Team >>> info@aifpa.org

paul.crickard@
huskyenergy.com
HUSKY ENERGY
4429 - 44 Street
Lloydminster, SK
S9V 0Z8

PAUL CRICKARD  AIFPA President
Paul Crickard has spent 31 years in the oil and gas
industry, the bulk of which 27 years has been in
Alberta. He’s also spent four years in his home
province of Newfoundland as an Industrial Fire Chief,
Safety & Security Supervisor.
Paul’s work experience started in March of 1977
with Syncrude Canada Ltd. in Fort McMurray when
he was hired as a Process Operator. He spent almost
10 years in operations before moving to the Fire
Department as a Fire Specialist for two years.
For the last 21 years Paul has served in various
capacities within the fire service, safety, risk
management, loss prevention and security
departments. Some of his roles included that of Fire
Chief, Emergency Coordinator, Safety Coordinator
and Security Supervisor.
The majority of his Fire Service training was
completed at Fire Etc, Lakeland College formerly
Alberta Fire Training School (A.F.T.S) in Vermilion,

KEVIN D. KERIK (CRSP) – AIFPA Vice President
Kevin is the Vice President of AIFPA, having been
involved with the association for 14 years in various
roles. He is a Canadian Registered Safety Professional,
a Second Class Power Engineer and Certified
Engineering Technician with ASET. Areas of expertise
include Responsible Care, Health, Safety, Environment,
Emergency Preparedness and Response Development
and Implementation. Kevin has over 25 years of
kkerik@methanex.com industry experience with Union Carbide, Dow
METHANEX CORPORATION Chemicals, BA Energy and Methanex Corporation.
Among Kevin’s accomplishments, is the role of
1800 Waterfront Centre
Executive Coordinator for the development and
200 Burrard Street
Vancouver, BC V6C 3M1 continued success of the Lacombe County Mutual Aid
Organization and Shelter in Place Program. He served
T: 604.661.2635
C: 604.218.2792
on the Corporate Emergency Preparedness Issues

stephen.mcdonald@
encana.com
EMERGENCY PREPAREDNESS
INTEGRATED OIL DIVISION
P.O. Box 2850
Calgary, AB T2P 2S5
T: 403.645.8819
C: 403.660.7147

STEPHEN MCDONALD
– AIFPA Secretary Treasurer
Deputy Chief Stephen McDonald has spent nearly
three decades with the fire service. He joined the fire
service in June, 1979, as Firefighter with the
Canadian Air Force. He was promoted to Crew Chief
in 1987, Deputy Platoon Chief in 1995, Platoon Chief
in 1996 and Industrial Fire Chief for CNRL in 2005
and Deputy Chief for Regional Emergency Services
(Fort McMurray) in 2008.
Stephen has served in a variety of areas, including
formulating SCBA, bunker gear, and ladder
programs that encompass training, inspection,
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Alberta. Along with taking training at Fire etc. He’s
also served as an adjunct instructor and served on
various committees, including most recently the
Industrial Fire Training Advisory. Paul has also
completed a number of safety, incident investigation,
auditing and security related courses while in
industry.
Paul’s fire service credentials include:
• NFPA – 1001 – Professional Fire Fighter
Qualification
• NFPA – 1002 – Fire Department Driver Vehicle
Operator
• NFPA – 472 – Dangerous Goods Responder
• NFPA – 1021 – Fire Officer
• NFPA – 1041 – Fire Service Instructor Professional
Qualification
Having been a member of the AIFPA since 1993, he
currently serves as President of the association. Paul
also currently works for Husky Energy, Corporate
Health & Safety group as a Loss Prevention Advisor.
Group for Union Carbide where he implemented the
Incident Command System at the Prentiss Site, project
support and delivery of emergency planning,
preparedness, and response in all roles.
Kevin is currently the Manager, Responsible Care for
Methanex Corporation at their head office in
Vancouver, British Columbia. His responsibilities
include providing vision, leadership, direction and
advice in the implementation of programs for
Responsible Care related to occupational health, safety,
emergency response and security to the global
organization. He is also be responsible for the
Corporate Crisis Management Plan and provides
support to the implementation of the Vancouver office
health & safety, emergency response, security and
wellness program.
maintenance and testing. He has chaired department
committees that formulate policies and procedures
such as Standard Operating Guidelines, Infection
Control/ Biohazard Waste policy, driver’s training,
paramedic credentialing, probationary employee
orientation and evaluation, rules and regulations and
paramedic firefighter recruitment.
He obtained an Occupational Health and Safety
Certificate from the University of Alberta in 2004
and subsequently obtained his CRSP in 2006. He is
presently enrolled with Columbia Southern
University working towards his Degree in Fire
Science.

<<< AIFPA executive >>>

barrett.garry@
syncrude.com
SYNCRUDE CANADA
P.O. Box 4009
Mail Drop 0015
Ft. McMurray, AB
T9H 3L1
ED HENRY
 Training Chair
ehenry@
amconplanet.com
AM-CON
INDUSTRY SERVICE
#9 Erickson Crescent
Sylvan Lake, AB
T4X 1P5

GARRY BARRETT – AIFPA Past President
Garry Barrett has spent 35 years in the oil/gas and
mining industry, the bulk of which (31 years) has been
in Alberta. He also spent four years in his home
province of Newfoundland and Labrador as Process
Operator in refining, as well as, a process technician in
mining, and was always actively involved within the
emergency response volunteer organizations.
Garry’s work experience started in October 1974 at
the Come By Chance Oil Refinery in Newfoundland.
He later moved to Alberta when he was hired as a
Process Operator by Syncrude Canada. During his
time there, Garry stayed involved with the volunteer
emergency response organization. After three years in
operations he moved to the Fire Department as a team
Leader, and later as Shift Emergency Coordinator.
After 20 years within the shift Organization, he was
promoted to Deputy Chief of operations and special
projects. In this position Garry was responsible for the
development of the emergency response organization
and the design and construction of the Fire Hall for the
Syncrude Aurora Mine site. He is presently employed
as Deputy Chief of training for the Syncrude
Emergency Response Department.

For the last 27 years Garry has served in various
capacities within the Fire Service. Some of his roles
included that of Acting Fire Chief, Deputy Chief,
Emergency Coordinator, Team Leader, Security
Supervisor and contracts coordinator for Emergency
services.
The majority of Garry’s Fire Service training was
completed at Fire Etc, Lakeland College, with
additional training at the Texas A&M Fire School, as
well as, incident command training at the Reno Fire
Academy. He has also completed a number of safety,
and incident investigation courses, as well as, auditing
and security related courses while in industry.
Garry has also served as an adjunct instructor and
served on various committees, including the Fire
Training Advisory, The Deans advisory for Fire etc and
Scott Health and Safety Advisory representing the Fire
Service in Canada.
As an AIFPA member since 1993, Gary has held the
positions of Secretary Treasurer, Vice President and
President. Currently, he serves as Past President of the
Alberta Industrial Fire Protection Association, which
is an advisory position to the current administration.

a

• MOBILE AUDIO / VIDEO SYSTEMS
• COMMERCIAL / INDUSTRIAL CCTV SECURITY SYSTEMS
• REAR VIEW SYSTEMS • EMERGENCY LIGHTING • LED WARNING LIGHTING

EAGLEYE TECHNOLOGIES CANADA INC.
3109 Arlington Avenue, Highway #11 & Grasswood Road, Saskatoon, SK S7J 2K1
Phone/Fax: 306-978-9740 Toll Free: 888-978-9740
Email: dhounsell@eagleyetech.ca
www.eagleyetech.ca
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The DuPont Oval Logo, DuPont™, The miracles of science™, Tychem®, and Nomex® are trademarks or registered trademarks of E.I. du Pont de Nemours and Company. DuPont Canada is a licensee.
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EVQPOU UZDIFNUIFSNPQSP The newest innovation in personal protection, combining the flash
fire protection of Nomex® with the chemical resistance of Tychem® in one dependable, technicolour
layer. After all, when responding to hazmat emergencies, speed is of the essence. Failure is not an
option. And the time it takes to choose between one suit or another could be time you just don’t have.
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Being a Hazmat responder isn’t easy. There are highly

not only does it provide abrasion, puncture, and tear resistance,

toxic chemical spills. Biological weapons. Radioactive

but it also offers at least one hour of breakthrough protection

hazards. And, when least expected, flash fires. Which

against 20 of the 21 standard astm test chemicals.

means that not only must you train to
handle any and all emergencies, but you’ve got to dress

CFDBVTF
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the part as well – traditionally, either a chemical resistant
suit or an FR suit. The only problem is that the upside of

prep time. But with DuPont™ Tychem® ThermoPro,
the dual need for chemical and flame resistance is now

that chemical permeation is just the tip
of the iceberg. Flash fires are a constant
risk for emergency response teams who

owning two sets of protective gear is quickly countered
by the downside of extra cost, extra weight, and extra

The problem with hazmat incidents is

Nomex® fibre, used by firefighters
and industrial workers, has
been known to withstand flash
fires up to 35,000°F.

satisfied in a single high-strength protective layer.

may be deterred by additional bulky FR layers. But with
Tychem® ThermoPro, each suit has Nomex® fibre
incorporated into the garment – part of the same family
of fibre that firefighters have been using for over 40 years.

And as durable as they are strong, these limited-use suits do not melt or
CFDBVTF
JUµTSPVHI
PVUUIFSF

When searching for a chemical-resistant hazmat suit,

drip, and have been submitted for nfpa 2112 and nfpa 1992 certification.

one factor tends to take priority over others: chemical
resistance. Granted, this may seem obvious, but the

Because life is worth protecting.

fact is, not all suits are designed to handle the same

For more information please call 1-800-387-2122 or visit

toxic substances. However, when it comes to Tychem® ThermoPro,

www.personalprotection.dupont.ca.

<<< minister’s message

Ray Danyluk
Minister for Municipal Affairs
Province of Alberta

As Minister responsible for the Alberta
Emergency Management Agency, I would
like to take this opportunity to extend
greetings to all members of the Alberta
Industrial Fire Protection Association
(AIFPA) and offer heartfelt
congratulations on the launch of your new
magazine.
When AIFPA was formed in the fall of
1989 to promote awareness of industrial
fire protection, your membership could
not have envisioned the tremendous
economic growth to what it is today.

Your members play a vital role in
ensuring the safety and security of our
communities and those Albertans who
earn their living at industrial sites, by
being on constant alert, sharing
information, and training extensively to
minimize damage, loss and injury.
Your association is over 60 members
strong with representation from oil and
gas, pulp and paper, mining, forestry,
manufacturing, independent emergency
responders, equipment and supply
companies, consultants and government

agencies. Albertans are fortunate to have
such a diverse group of professionals
committed to public safety living and
working in our province.
I sincerely hope that your association’s
magazine is successful. This magazine will
be important for communicating and
reaching out to your membership.
Congratulations on the inaugural issue
of the AIFPA magazine and all the best as
you continue to contribute to build a safe
and secure Alberta for today and
tomorrow. a

,1'8675,$/675(1*7+
:)5:KROHVDOH)LUH 5HVFXH/WGKDVWKHVWUHQJWKRI\HDUVRIH[SHULHQFHLQWKHLQGXVWU\
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This central based company has made it easy for clients to travel to in order to get major and minor
services done. The shop is fully equipped to handle most jobs it receives. We also are a mobile
company and are able to accommodate to clients in more remote locations.
Here is a list of just some of the many services we offer:
•Fire Truck Manufacturing
•Fire Truck Inspection Programs
•On Site Pump Overhauls
•Pump Systems and Body Modifications
•Stony Plain Repair Shop
•Performance Testing

•Consulting and Custom Design
•Locating of Used Equipment
•Fire Underwriters Testing
•Tank Repair and Replacement
•Oilfield Combination Firefighting Units

Please contact us on our cell phones while we relocate to our new facility in the Stony Plain area:

780-221-2596 or 780-221-0596
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<<< message

E. David Hodgins
Managing Director,
Alberta Emergency Management Agency

On behalf of the Alberta Emergency
Management Agency, I would like to
congratulate the Alberta Industrial Fire
Protection Association on the launch of
your inaugural annual magazine. Industrial
fire protection organizations play a critical
role in the protection of Albertans and
occupy a key position in the fire and
emergency management system in Alberta.
Alberta is fortunate to have a highly trained
group of dedicated men and women who
safeguard industry and communities across
Alberta.
The Agency’s role is to communicate,
coordinate, collaborate and cooperate with
government agencies, ministries,
stakeholders, industry and the public to
prevent, prepare for and respond to
disasters and emergencies. Agency staff
continues to work with industry,
municipalities and other stakeholders to
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ensure a comprehensive safety system and
an effective fire and emergency
management system.
A priority for both the Government of
Alberta and the Agency is to ensure that we
have a joined-up system involving all our
partners. When a disaster strikes, everyone
must be on the same page to help save lives.
Agency staff are actively working to
develop communications links with all of
our system partners, including industry, to
ensure effective relationships and processes
exist before there is an incident requiring
emergency response.
An important first step in this process is
the development and implementation of
the Alberta Response and Readiness Center
(ARRC). The ARRC is a 24 hours a day,
seven days a week operation that will
provide one window access to all of the
Government of Alberta’s emergency

response and reporting capabilities. The
Agency will provide most of the cross
government, emergency services and
community notifications, leaving incident
commanders to focus on the tasks of
managing the event. The ARCC provides
support to Agency field staff and creates an
on site link to your field operatives,
ensuring smooth and effective support to
site operations.
The Agency is working to bring clarity to
a wide range of emergency response issues,
including a hazardous materials response
strategy, post incident and trend analysis,
and effective short and long term event
mitigation strategies. I look forward to a
long and rewarding relationship with your
association and again, congratulations on
the launch of your new and important
communications tool. a
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<<< message

Ernie Polsom
Acting Fire Commissioner,
Alberta Emergency Management Agency
I would like to extend a
warm welcome to the
members of the Alberta
Industrial Fire Protection
Association, as well as, the
companies and trade
representatives whose
support ensures the
success of our conferences
and events in the fire
service. I am certain all
those who attend will
benefit from both the formal educational sessions and the
informal sharing of ideas and experiences.
The work that all facets of the fire service does in Alberta is
second to none, and Albertans are fortunate to have such
committed and knowledgeable professionals in both the
municipal and industrial setting before, during and after
emergencies. As loss control champions, you each play a
crucial role in ensuring that our infrastructure and capacity
remain safe from the effects of fire. Industry has an excellent
track record in providing safe plants and worksites throughout
Alberta which allows the “Alberta Advantage” to continue. Your
ongoing efforts to educate and assist your employees, clients
and the public in the areas of loss prevention and incident
response is one of the cornerstones of the emergency
management system in the province.
I look forward to continued efforts between the Alberta
Industrial Fire Protection Association and the Alberta
Emergency Management Agency to enhance the foundation of
stability and security we have for all Albertans.
Your ongoing support of both your industry obligations and
projects, as well as, those that impact upon our municipal
partners, bodes well for the future of our industry in
consistently providing for the safety of those we serve. I thank
the Alberta Industrial Fire Protection Association for taking
the initiative to organize and offer this learning and networking
publication for industry in Alberta.
You should be very proud of all that you do to provide life
safety and protection of property and the environment. a
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message >>>

Brian McEvoy
President,
The Alberta Fire Chiefs Association
The Alberta Industrial Fire Protection
Association and the Alberta Fire Chiefs
Association have a long history of
cooperation and innovation. As Alberta has
grown and industry has developed, the
needs of both groups have paralleled each
other. Over the years, industry and municipal
fire services have worked jointly together to
assess the risks to Albertans from fire and
emergency events and to cooperatively plan
the response to these emergencies.
Throughout Alberta there are many
models of industrial municipal cooperation.
In the Regional Municipality of Wood
Buffalo the Municipal Government has
worked closely with industry and this close

relationship has mitigated several potentially
serious incidents and allowed Albertans
living in that area to feel safe and well
protected. In the Municipal District of
Bonnyville, beginning in 1992 industrial
municipal contracts and agreements were
established to mitigate the fire risks inherent
in heavily industrialized areas. These are
only two examples of numerous relationships stretching over the width and breathe
of Alberta.
As recently as 2007 municipalities from
the area of Port Hope, Ontario traveled to
Alberta to study these emergency response
partnerships and take back from them a
blueprint which has been implemented by

the Port Hope region working with a nuclear
energy facility. Reports from Port Hope have
been positive on this Alberta based model
they are now working under.
As we continue to evolve the fire services
in Alberta and industry continues to expand
we will have to strengthen this close working
relationship and joint partnership in emergency planning and response. The forward
growth of the Alberta Industrial Fire Protection Association and the Alberta Fire Chiefs
Association in conjunction with support
from the Alberta Emergency Management
Agency will see a level of fire and life safety
anywhere we work and live in Alberta that
will be the envy of North America. a
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<<< message

Darrell M. Hunt
Chairman, CAPP Emergency Management Committee,
Canadian Association of Petroleum Producers

Congratulations to the AIFPA from the Emergency Management
Committee (EMC) of the Canadian Association of Petroleum
Producers (CAPP) on this, their inaugural edition of their
magazine. Also, we wish you good luck on your preparations for
next year’s celebration of your 20th anniversary. This is certainly
a busy time for AIFPA and we wish you every success in these
ventures.
CAPP as an association provides many services, but in
particular relation to our committee, it provides safety
stewardship principles for the use of its 150 member companies
and 125 associate members, and an opportunity for our
committee to address the myriad of issues related to emergency
management.
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I believe the following two points taken from our CAPP EMC
Mission Statement speak to the probable interaction between
members of our two associations:
• To be a leader in advocacy, sharing of information and
innovation in the emergency management field, specific to the
upstream petroleum industry.
• To maintain a consistent and professional working relationship
with our stakeholders that allows for shared consultation, while
promoting the protection of the public, our members and the
environment.
The need for clear understanding of everyone’s roles in an
emergency response is not only driven by regulation such as the
ERCB’s Directive 71 – ‘Emergency Preparedness and Response
Requirements for the Petroleum Industry’, but it is also a key
component of a systematic approach to a response as identified in
the Incident Command System (ICS). CAPP has funded a
project that will soon come to completion, which is the creation
of an ICS training curriculum that does not alter from ICS
standards, but uses upstream petroleum activities as examples in
the training material and as scenarios for the required curriculum
exercises, in an effort to make the training program more
relevant to our industry sector. By promoting the use of this
training curriculum with our association members, and making it
available to all associations related to the oil and gas industry, we
believe we are being proactive in the promotion of ICS as the
emergency management system of choice, and that we are falling
in line with the direction of the Alberta Emergency Management
Agency (AEMA).
A CAPP EMC priority this year has been to invite
representatives from our interdependent associations to make a
presentation to our committee members, and in turn do the same
at their association meetings, in an effort to enhance the
knowledge of all of us who potentially could be working together
in a response effort. I extend an open invitation to AIFPA’s
executive to make such a presentation, and in turn the EMC
would gladly attend an appropriate gathering of the AIFPA to
present on our committee’s activities.
Again, may this first successful edition of your magazine
become the precursor of many more! a

message >>>

Jim Belrose
Vice President,
The Ontario Industrial Fire Protection Association

George Fawcette
OIFPA
Much like AIFPA, The Ontario Industrial
Fire Protection Association was formed in
1981 as a non-profit organization to unite,
for mutual professional benefit, individuals
with a concern for fire protection within
the industrial community. The aim and
objective of the our organizations is to
provide mutual professional benefit to
those who are involved in the industrial
fire prevention/protection/suppression,
including:
• To provide a media for problem solving
and exchange of ideas in the field of fire
protection
• To improve the science and efficiency of
fire prevention, fire protection and fire
suppression in industry
• To stimulate awareness throughout the
industry of the need for continually
improving industrial fire protection
programs

• To develop and promote education
programs in an effort to reduce the
unnecessary loss of life and property
damage caused by fire in industry
• To encourage all industrial fire
protection personnel to adhere to high
professional standards of performance
• To promote co-operation between
industrial and municipal fire fighters
• To bring the attention of its members
such matters of legislation and
regulation of obvious interest
Currently, we have approximately 100
members across the province and our
membership is categorized into four
groups:
ACTIVE – persons associated with
industrial fire prevention/protection/
suppression
ASSOCIATE – other persons who are
interested in industrial fire prevention/

protection/suppression
LIFE – persons who have retired and
have had 10 years of good standing as
active members
HONOURARY – persons who have
rendered outstanding contributing to the
OIFPA
Members enjoy services and activities
such as seminars and site tours, an annual
seminar and trade show in conjunction
with the OAFC, newsletters, regulations
input and updates, access to library
materials and resource data bank, along
with networking opportunities throughout
the industry.
Organizations such as OIFPA and
AIFPA are vital to the safety of the
personnel that work within the industrial
fire prevention/protection/suppression
industry, but are also vital to those that the
members serve. a

Please support
the advertisers
who have helped
make this
publication
possible.

DEL

Communications Inc.
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Schedule of EVENTS
2:45 p.m. to 3:45 p.m. – Session #4
Wabamun Incident: Lessons Learned
Presented by: E.A. (Art) Nordholm, CRSP, CHSC is a Senior
Investigator at Transportation Safety Board of Canada (TSB).
This session will reﬂect upon emergency response problems learned
in the investigation such as management decisions versus resources
or tactics.

WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER 15, 2008
7:00 a.m. to 8:15 a.m. – Registration and Breakfast
8:15 a.m. to 9:15 a.m. – Keynote Session
Ten Important Emergency Management Myths
Presented by: Scot Phelps is an Associate Professor of Emergency
Management in the School of Health & Human Services at
Southern Connecticut State University.
This session will look at disaster science vs. crisis management
practice and outline 10 classical disaster myths that still impact
planning. From the expectation of public panic to the belief that
disasters are just big emergencies, this session will examine myths
that have been disproved by researchers over the past 40 years, yet
are still commonly believed by practitioners, and more importantly,
how mistaken beliefs really impact disaster practice.

3:45 p.m. to 5:00 p.m. – HazMat Fashion Show and Meet & Greet
Reception on the Tradeshow Floor

THURSDAY, OCTOBER 16, 2008
7:00 a.m. to 8:15 a.m. – Registration and Breakfast

9:15 a.m. to 9:45 a.m. – Coﬀee Break in Exhibit Hall
9:45 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. - Session #1
Emergency Preparedness in the Workplace - My Fire
Department will Take Care of Everything for Me... Right?
Presented by: Peter A. White is President and Owner of Hot Zone
Training Consultants Inc. Peter is a 25 year veteran of the Toronto
Fire Department and 16 year veteran of the Hazardous Materials
Response Team.
This module will discuss the importance of hazard assessment as a
tool to determine the site speciﬁc needs for preparedness. After taking
stock of hazard potentials within the workplace, employers will need
to evaluate the availability of internal resources to eﬀectively
mitigate these hazards. Using an historic Canadian industrial
disaster as a frame of reference, participants will ﬁnd this a thought
provoking discussion on their current model of preparedness.
10:45 a.m. to 11:15 a.m. – Coﬀee Break in Exhibit Hall
11:15 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. – Session #2
To Be TEAP III or Not To Be
Presented by: Louis Laferrière is the Senior Manager, Logistics, at
Technical Aﬀairs, Canadian Chemical Producers’ Association.
In 2006, the plan underwent revision to the TEAP III program which
will set emergency response standards and assessment protocols for
all CCPA member companies and their emergency response (ER)
service providers. The trend-setting history of TEAP II will be
reviewed along with how TEAP III is a forward-looking ER program
intended for the next ten years.
12:15 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. – Lunch in Exhibit Hall
1:15 p.m. to 2:15 p.m. – Session #3
Fire Mentoring Program
Presented by: Les Karpluk, BAppBUS:ES, CFO, is the Fire Chief of
the Prince Albert Fire & Emergency Services Department.
This presentation will describe how the Prince Albert Fire &
Emergency Services department initiated a Fire Mentoring program
in 2007, and why we felt it was necessary to take a step of faith and
change the future.
2:15 p.m. to 2:45 p.m. – Coﬀee Break in Exhibit Hall

8:15 a.m. to 9:15 a.m. – Keynote Session
It’s No Accident!
Presented by: Louis Hugo Francescutti, MD, PhD, MPH, FRCPC,
FACPM.
The annual health care burden of injury on our society exceeds that
of cancer, yet the resources allocated to injury control - both ﬁnancial
and in terms of public attention - pale in comparison to cancer
research. Injuries are preventable; they don’t just happen.
9:15 a.m. to 9:45 a.m. – Coﬀee Break in Exhibit Hall
9:45 a.m. to 10:45 a.m. – Session #5
Industrial Risk from a Municipal Perspective
Presented by: Laird Burton is a Senior Emergency Management
and Fire Protection/Operations Specialist with Morrison
Hershﬁeld. AIFPA MEMBER.
This session will cover the role of government and how it views risks
for society as a whole including both societal and legal risks.
10:45 a.m. to 11:15 a.m. – Coﬀee Break in Exhibit Hall
11:15 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. – Session #6
Hybrid Emergency Response
Presented by: Captain John Hosty, Master Mariner and principal of
The Warsash Group.
Over the last decade the hazardous materials and environmental
emergency response ﬁeld has seen many signiﬁcant changes. This
session will provide a review of the current legislated requirements
for response, the challenges faced by industry response teams, the role
of non-industry units and how to maintain a duly diligent, cost
eﬀective response capability when contracting out for response.
12:15 p.m. to 1:15 p.m. – Lunch in Exhibit Hall
1:15 p.m. to 2:15 p.m. – Session #7
Responding to Aircraft Emergencies
Presented by: Corey Schram is the Training Oﬃcer with the
Edmonton International Airport Emergency Services Department.
AIFPA MEMBER.
Topics to be covered in this session include: aircraft familiarization,
accidents / incident involving aircraft; victim management;
extinguishing agents; incident command system; rescue techniques;
scene preservation.

Conference
2008
2:15 p.m. to 2:45 p.m. – Coﬀee Break in Exhibit Hall
3:00 p.m. – CIE 2008 Over – See You in 2009!

NOTE: Topics, times and speakers subject to change.
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History Begins
The origins of the Alberta Industrial Fire Protection Association
What started as a small group of industry
leaders meeting at the Alberta Public Safety
Services building in Edmonton, has now
become an important exchange of ideas for
professionals in the oil and gas industry, to
government agencies.
The AIFPA was formed in the fall of 1989
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to promote awareness of industrial fire
protection by information sharing and joint
problem solving to minimize damage, loss and
injury throughout the industry in the Province
of Alberta. This became the association’s
mission statement, which to this day has gone
unchanged.

The founding organizers of the AIFPA were
Len Freeman (Dow Chemicals) and Brian
Lamond (Syncrude), who were joined at the
first meeting by Arnie Quinton (Esso), Wayne
Conley (Sun-cor), Clive Rutland (Procor) and
Allan Wood (Agrium).
“We didn’t have large numbers, but when
we sat down at the table the industry was well
represented,” says early member Loyd Bacon.
Today the group meets diligently four times a
year and is over 60 members strong with
represen-tation from oil and gas, pulp and
paper, mining, forestry, manufacturing,
training, independent emergency responders,
equipment and supply companies,
consultants and government agencies. AIFPA
also has members from outside the province
from companies such as Duke Energy (Fort St.
John, BC), Husky (Lloydminster, SK) and Coop Refineries (Regina, SK).
The group has tackled some tough issues
and discussed some touchy incidents over the
years. But, Bacon states, whatever was
concluded and the information that was
shared never left the room.
“We would exchange ideas, and would
usually be quick to put a finger on the
problem. But, no one ever took notes and any
incident was never referred to outside those
walls,” he states. “We used those times as a real
learning experience, but everyone was
ensured it was a safe environment to do so.”
The AIFPA is also proud to have supported
and sponsored such events as ER2000
(Calgary 2000), 4th World Firefighter Games
(Edmonton 1996), Alberta Fire Chiefs
Association (Annual Conference) and the
Canadian Industrial Emergency Conference
and Expo (Calgary 2006 – Annual
Conference). The group also maintains
affiliations with the Alberta Fire
Commissioner’s Office and the Alberta Fire
Chiefs Association.
“There was time when the municiple fire
departments saw us as ‘wanna-be’s’, but over
the years we’ve worked together and learned
from each other. Now there is a mutual
respect. The Alberta Fire Chiefs even ended
up giving us a chair on their board of directors
for information sharing,” says Bacon. “AIFPA
is such a positive group to be a part of and a
great way to get together to discuss the issues
we all face.” a

Hit or WHMIS
Who’s responsibility
is it for labeling
hazardous materials
in the workplace?
By Wayne Rose, Morrison Hershfield (Edmonton)
The Workplace
Hazardous
Materials
Information System
(WHMIS) is Canada’s
national, “right-toknow” hazard
communication
standard, which
came into effect
on October 31st,
1988. The key
elements of the
system are cautionary labeling of containers of WHMIS
“controlled products”, the provision of material safety data sheets
(MSDS) and training programs. The National Office of WHMIS
operates through Health Canada, which serves as the national
coordinator for the governance and administration of the
program in Canada. If you work with, or may be exposed to,
hazardous material at your workplace, you must be trained.
Consider the materials in your work environment and then
classify them, the results will surprise you.
Understanding the principles of WHMIS, and the meaning of
the information on labels and MSDSs, and workplace specific
training on how to apply this information is not only your
responsibility, but also of your employer to ensure that you have
been appropriately trained. Some say that a picture is worth a
thousand words, well what would you value a WHMIS label at
with regards to your safety? Add the contributing information
from supporting MSDS sheets and you have an invaluable means
of protecting yourself against the several million chemical
products available to the Canadian market. Who is responsible
for labeling? Suppliers are responsible for labeling WHMIS
controlled products which are identified as products that have
hazardous properties. Hazardous properties are classified by the
supplier as toxic, flammable and/or reactive.
Keep in mind that employers and employees are responsible
for labeling or relabeling products in the workplace, as directed in
occupational health and safety legislation. This includes labeling
controlled products with workplace labels, decanted products,
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laboratory chemicals or piping and bulk containers where a
controlled product is being held or is flowing. A WHMIS label
can be a mark, sign, stamp, sticker, seal, ticket, tag or wrapper.
The label can be attached, imprinted, stenciled or embossed on
the controlled product or its container. Note that there are two
types of label with slightly different requirements for what must
be on the label depending on who is required to put it on the
product: supplier or workplace label. For more specific details
regarding WHMIS legislation and compliance please refer to the
links in the sidebar.
Where do we go from here?
WHMIS is implemented through coordinated federal,
provincial and territorial legislation, which accordingly are
responsible for occupational health and safety and WHMIS
requirements within their respective jurisdiction. Numerous
countries have implemented similar systems for the classification
of and hazard communication for chemicals. The objectives are
the same, but the systems differ greatly. An initiative know as the
Globally Harmonized System (GHS) has been introduced to
promote a globally harmonized hazard classification and
compatible labeling system (includes MSDS and symbols) which
Canada has been an active participant in the development. This
system is set to be operational is year (optimistic at this point)
which will then require amendments to our existing WHMIS
system to incorporate the new harmonized criteria. The initiative
promotes regulatory efficiency, facilitates compliance and will
provide better and more consistent information internationally.

a

Special Points of Interest:
• www.chemicalsubstance.gc.ca
• www.ccohs.ca
• www.hc-sc.gc.ca/whmis
• The Health Canada Reference manual for the WHMIS requirements
of the Hazardous Products Act (laws.justice.gc.ca/en/H3/62898.html) and the Controlled Products Regulations
(laws.justice.gc.ca/en/H-3/SOR-88-66/index.html).
• United Nations Economic Commission for Europe - www.unece.org

Working TOGETHER
Community awareness and mutual aid programs in Alberta
By Doug Sproule, Nova Chemicals
Most companies would agree that they have a responsibility to
not only the community they are surrounded by, but the
property, environment and people that make it up. At many
industrial companies, such as NOVA Chemicals, they believe in
their commitment to leadership in achieving and maintaining
superior Responsible Care performance — in other words — to
operate their business without harm to people, property or the
environment.
The Responsible Care ethic values a community’s right to
know, which underpins the company’s community awareness
activities including: community advisory panels, regular open
houses, a quarterly newsletter to area neighbours and a number
of other outreach activities. For example, NOVA Chemicals,
Joffre Alberta facility also participated in the development of the
local mutual aid program, what is considered a ‘best practice’ by
municipalities across Canada.

response to hypothetical emergency situations. These drills
provide a means to evaluate and improve the effectiveness of
response and to improve integration between the various plans and
responding organizations. Typical drills will test fire, rescue,
medical and hazardous materials containment skills, as well as, the
emergency response organizations of each member.

Emergency Preparedness Awareness
Company’s awareness activities begin with knowing their local
neighbours and helping them get to know the company in turn.
The five-kilometre neighbours are represented by a team of
community members acting as emergency preparedness and
response coordinators. These individuals should be familiar with
the respective company’s emergency response plan, and may meet
quarterly with the company’s loss prevention/emergency
preparedness personnel. They also help the company keep resident
lists current, and act as resident contact people.

Putting Plans into Action – An Example
On July 14, 2000 a tornado struck at the Pine Lake campground
taking emergency crews by surprise. Personnel from NOVA
Chemicals, Joffre Site, along with others, responded quickly to the
call with equipment and highly skilled people. Emergency training
with the Lacombe County Mutual Aid organization, combined
with their own industrial emergency preparedness program,
provided a strong foundation to work effectively with multiple
response agencies.
Jurisdictional borders and differences between industrial and
municipal resources disappeared in an extraordinary and unified
response. "Together we provided an admirable emergency
response effort," said Doug Sproule, NOVA Chemicals' Emergency
Programs Co-coordinator. "And the caring, expertise and
compassion shown by all the responders is deeply engrained."
More recently, an incident activated the mutual aid agreement to
respond to a chemical spill at the Federal Government Agricultural
Research station located in Lacombe. Even though it was a small
spill, NOVA Chemicals was chosen to respond because of their
specific expertise and equipment related to hazardous materials.

The Emergence of a Mutual Aid Agreement
With large industrial sites, such as NOVA Chemicals within
Lacombe County, the Municipality had a desire to understand how
to best respond in the event of an industrial emergency. Close
communications with the County and other industrial neighbors
gradually lead to better understanding of the needs and resources
of each player in the area.
This journey included NOVA Chemicals inviting local fire and
emergency response personnel to join them in industrial
firefighting training – both locally and annually at Texas A&M.
Also, as a large industrial site with trained emergency medical
and fire personnel in a rural setting, it was not uncommon for
NOVA Chemicals to be requested to respond to local emergencies.
This journey of cooperative relationships was formalized in 1998,
along with 12 other industrial partners and local communities, as the
Lacombe County Mutual Aid Organization (LCMAO).
This landmark agreement shows, many organizations can work
together and share resources in the event of emergency situations
in the region.
With emergency preparedness as the primary objective,
LCMAO members meet annually to work together on a realistic

Adding Shelter-in-Place To The Program
In 2002, the LCMAO implemented a countywide program
called Shelter in Place (SIP).
This co-operative program between the municipalities and
industry focuses on a five-step “life safety” approach for residents
in the event of severe weather, a tornado or an industrial
emergency. The concept of in-house sheltering is part of NOVA’s
Joffre Site emergency response plan, and it is used in other area
operations such as Dow Chemicals, Prentiss.
Along with awareness materials distributed by the county and
other LCMAO members, the concept of shelter-in-place has been
tested in drills with the hope it will become as familiar to as fire
drills are to county residents.
It is, clear to the municipal and industrial partners – and the
local residents that this agreement is successful because of the
willingness and cooperation of everyone. It has proven effective in
drills, in growth and improvement and in real emergencies.
Combined with the emergency response awareness activities of
local industries like NOVA Chemicals, and the municipal
organizations, Alberta is more ready than ever for an emergency,
should one arise. a
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Fit to FUNCTION
Being physically prepared for any task should be an
Emergency Response Team must!
By Kevin Kerik

Emergency Response Teams are often required to work in
dynamic and hazardous environments involving a high level of
uncertainty. Ensuring top physical form not only means keeping
your job, but keeping your self and co-workers safe.
Many ERT employees are required to meet the fitness program
requirements of a first responder. Elements of the fitness
program are aligned with Canadian Standardized Test of Fitness
(CSTF) standards, which is used to measure flexibility, grip
strength, upper body and abdominal endurance and aerobic
fitness. ERT participants are required to be within at least the 75
percentile of Canadian norms, and continue to stay within those
norms throughout their employment. Additional functional
testing may be been designed around the job specific Physical
Demands Analysis (PDA) based on ERT job activities.
The physical and lifestyle assessment is usually done by a third
party. The assessment provider also develops hardening and
conditioning programs for each employee based on assessment
results, along with continued coaching and conduction of a
minimum annual review with each employee.
Prior to the performance assessment, each individual should
submit a completed Health History Questionnaire (HHQ) to the
company’s health service officer, and should be cleared by health
services to participate. Most employees are required to undertake
a medical assessment before being asked to undergo a physical
fitness test. This assessment may include looking at the following
items:
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Physical:
• A high level of mobility, flexibility, strength and endurance.
Any significant pre-existing musculoskeletal, cardiac or
respiratory condition would need careful evaluation and
possibly a report from the treating specialist. Any hernia
should be surgically repaired, and the person should be cleared
by the surgeon prior to commencing.
• No history or sign of chronic airways limitation or current
asthma. If present, a report from the treating specialist would
be needed that outlines the person's ability to perform heavy
physical work in a smoky environment.
• An ability to tolerate long shifts, irregular meals and heat. Any
history of diabetes mellitus requiring tablets or insulin requires
careful evaluation and a report from the treating
endocrinologist. A history of any metabolic disorder or organ
failure (e.g. diabetes insipidus or chronic renal impairment)
similarly would require a report from the treating specialist. All
cases should be considered on an individual basis.
• An ability to work in an isolated area safely. Any history of
epilepsy, diabetes mellitus, syncope, narcolepsy or sleep apnoea
should be carefully considered with a report from the treating
specialist.
Sensory:
• Visual fields full to confrontation.
• No history or sign of chronic airways limitation or current
asthma. If present, a report from the treating specialist would
be needed that outlines the person's ability to perform heavy
physical work in a smoky environment.
• No history of night blindness.
• Pass conversation test (hearing aid may be used).
Psychosocial
• The ability to work long and unpredictable shifts.
The Test
Once a participant has been medically cleared to participate in
the performance assessment, the physical and life-style
assessment may commence. The assessment includes the
employee’s performance of cardiovascular, strength and core skill
simulation exercises. Each portion of the assessment has a
performance goal, which is used together with the ERT member’s
actual performance during the assessment to determine an

appropriate work hardening program for each individual. The
ERT Member should achieve 60 percentile (above average CSTF),
with expectation of moving to top quartile (75 percentile), and
sustaining that performance level throughout their employment.
The initial functional assessment process includes:
—Whole Body Repetitive Movement:
Horizontal reaching, 20 (10 fast in 6 seconds or less)
Vertical reaching, 20 (10 fast in 7 seconds or less)
Bending, 20 (10 fast in 15 seconds or less)
Squatting, 20 consecutive
—Lifting Abilities:
Floor to knuckle
Knuckle to shoulder
Carry (30 feet)
Whole body push/pull
Person drag (50 feet)
—Cardiorespiratory Condition
38 ml/kg/min on inclining treadmill set to age standards
—Agility
The physical fitness assessment can include elements such as:
Fire Hose Exercise: Starting on the ground, pull off and connect
100 feet of fire hose to a hydrant, then fully extend the hose away
from the hydrant. The engine will be parked within 10 feet of the
hydrant. Participants should wear a turnout coat and pants, Scott
Air Pack without mask and athletic shoes. The performance goal
of this task is one minute.
Cardiovascular Exercise (choose one option): Treadmill options
include running for 10 minutes at a 5.5 MPH pace at 0 per cent
grade, walking for 10 minutes at a 3.8 MPH pace at 10 per cent
grade or walking for 10 minutes at a 4.3 MPH pace at six per cent
grade.
Muscular Endurance: Perform the number of push-up to
obtain a 50 per cent rating for their age and sex adjusted
populations. The push-up test is administered with male subjects
in the standard “up” position (hands shoulder width apart, back
straight, head up) and female subjects in the modified “knee
push-up” position (ankles crossed, knees bent at 90 angle, back
straight, hands shoulder width apart, head up). The maximal
number of push-ups performed consecutively without rest is
counted as the score.
Stair Climbing: Participants will climb 20 floors on the Lifestep
at Level 6. Hand railing is to be used for occasional balance only.
Heart rate will be taken one minute into the exercise and at the

end of the task. Again, a turnout coat and pants, Scott Air Pack
without mask and athletic shoes are the required dress code.
Performance goal for this task is two minutes
For the above assessment, rest periods between the different
portions will be allowed. Once the participant has cooled (3-5
minutes) he/she will be considered able to continue with the
assessment. Failure to continue will signal the end of the
assessment at that time.
After the initial performance assessment, all ERT members
should be assessed at least annually to ensure compliance with
the fitness standards.
To ensure continued physical form over an ERT’s career, the
fitness assessment provider should create a fitness or work
hardening program with employee which will detail:
• specific activity and exercise techniques for employee to use
lifestyle enhancement strategies
• a personalized database with password protection access for
each employees personal information, and complete access to
the fitness provider.
• frequency of assessments and feedback sessions suitable for the
employees particular needs, and to achieve the Department
goal.
Each ERT member should have access to a company’s on-site
fitness facility, or designated fitness centre, and should be allowed
to use up to one hour (if time permits) of their normally
scheduled shift to spend at to fulfill their work hardening
program or maintain their fitness level.
Note: this is a recommended practice.
Approaches may vary organization by organization.
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Nisku, Alberta T9E 7S8
Fax: (780) 979-0235

Tel: (780) 979-0218
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DO THE

Eyes Have It

External visual inspection of gas cylinders is your
first line of defence against malfunction
What do the Canadian Space Agency, Canadian Forces, St. Albert
Fire Service, Air Canada, Scuba Stu’s dive shop, Hydrostatic Test
facilities, Formula One race teams, welders in the oil patch, fast food
chains and little Johnny Rotten-Brat paintballer extraordinaire have
in common? Without high pressure cylinders, none of these
mentioned could conduct their activities. High pressure cylinders
being critical to the operations of such a large and diverse group, you
would think that knowledge of the destructive force contained
within one cylinder would be almost universal understood. Sadly,
that is not the case, and even in Canada among organizations that
use these for life support purposes, the reality is just the opposite.
Every fire fighter that has donned bunker gear since the mid
seventies has had their job made a little bit safer thanks to the
breathing apparatus. As this equipment evolved from the solid steel
cylinders into composite cylinders, a thin walled aluminum cylinder
wrapped in fibreglass, life not only became safer but also more
comfortable. Gone were the days of the leather lunged smoke eaters,
their death knell was sounded by the introduction of the use of life
support equipment. As with all things in life, new technology
alleviated some difficulties but at a price. In this case the trade-off
was explosive potential; every fire fighter going into harm’s way now
had the equivalent destructive force of a modern hand grenade
strapped to their back. To be specific, a standard fully charged 80
cubic foot scuba cylinder has enough potential energy to lift a twenty
thousand pound (9,100 kg) fire apparatus to the top of a six storey
building. A feat which requires 1,300,000 foot pounds (1,800,000
Nm) of torque. In contrast the 4,500 psi (31,000 kPa) cylinder of a
breathing apparatus will lift the same weight to the top of a ten story
building, and it’s not as rugged as its scuba counterpart.
So, what the heck does potential energy this, foot pounds that or
lifting fire apparatus onto roofs have to do with anything? For the
simple answer I direct your attention to Figures 1 and 2.
This failure occurred at Coram, New York in March 1993. A
cylinder, showing clear signs of sufficient damage that warranted its
removal from service, was charged. Twenty minutes later the
cylinder failed catastrophically, claiming the life of fire fighter
standing near by. The fatality was not the person who changed the
cylinder; he was just a husband and father who happened to be
standing in the wrong place at the wrong time. Without going into a
specific case study, this could have been avoided if just one level of a
three tiered defence structure had taken action by calling for the
cylinder to be inspected and hydrostatically tested.
The breakdown occurred in one of the following levels of defence:
the Visual Cylinder Inspector, the Fill Station Operator or the User.
What was the fault leading to catastrophe? It was a lack of specific
practical cylinder safety training. The codes governing high pressure
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cylinder visual inspection in the United States at that time were
alarmingly close to those used in Canada today. What actions can be
taken to prevent a possible re-occurrence of this event in Alberta?
The answer is painfully simple, ongoing cylinder specific training to
an established standard.
Today all fire services in Canada are staffed by consummate
professionals. They are highly trained, highly motivated and
subscribe to a personal code of self-sacrifice that is seldom matched
by any other industry or service. Surely these people could prevent a
senseless cylinder related tragedy. Sadly that is not the reality.
Though the entire industry is familiar with articles like Compressed
Gas Association (CGA) C-6, CGA C-6.2, Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) 29 CFR 1910, Canadian Standards Association
(CSA) Z94.4-02 10.3.3 and specific cylinder manufacture
requirements, which all demand periodic visual inspection and
function testing of breathing apparatus. The function testing of units
is almost universally conducted better than the simple external visual
inspection. The codes and articles mentioned above can be distilled
down to a simple thumbnail sketch. Inspect units before each use,
after each use, monthly and at the time of cleaning or service. One of
the ways we satisfy these obligations is to conduct daily inspections
of each breathing apparatus, an action which often times becomes
complacent and tedious but which has the greatest possibility to
prevent cylinder explosions and save a fire fighter’s life.
Following the intent of the Work Place Hazardous Materials
Information System (WHMIS) and Occupational Safety & Health
Administration (OSHA), every employee must be safety trained to
the level of the threat to which they are exposed. In the case of a
breathing apparatus every user needs to be able, through an exterior
visual inspection, to identify the level and type of any damage to a
composite cylinder.
There are three levels of cylinder damage according to CGA 6-2.
Level One Damage (acceptable), is minor in nature and can be
considered as normal wear and has no adverse effect on the
continued safe usage of the cylinder. Level Two Damage (rejectableadditional inspection or rework required), is greater than level one
and requires the cylinder be removed from service for rework to
prevent further degradation. In other words level two damage is
correctable. Level Three Damage (condemned-not reworkable), is
sufficient damage to cause the cylinder to be removed from service
and determined unfit to be returned to use. A cylinder exhibiting
this degree of damage must be condemned in accordance with CGA
guidelines. What is most disconcerting about damage levels two and
three is that often they are easy to identify visually, but just as often
the damage appears benign and of little concern, even though the
cylinders still need to be removed from service.

By Stu Gordon
Each type of cylinder damage falls within one of the levels. The
criterion that defines what level of damage exists is specific to each
type. The damage types include abrasions, cuts, impacts,
structural, chemical exposure, heat and fire damage. Basically, it
would seem that every challenge that a fire fighter must face can
result in delivering enough damage to a composite cylinder to cause
it to be removed from service. In the case of abrasive damage a
cylinder must be removed from service if any of the fibres become
visible in the abraded area. Should a cut to the surface of a composit
cylinder exceed 0.005-in (0.127-mm), or one tenth the thickness of a
dime, it should be removed from service for further evaluation.
Level two impact damage is very difficult to determine visually,
however level three is easily identified by a flat indentation of the
composite structure or delamination of the fibre bands. Structural
damage only becomes visible at level three and is denoted by any
alteration to the normal shape of the cylinder. Any evidence of
bulges, concaves, cocked end fittings, or deviation from straight
side walls must result in immediate condemnation of the cylinder,
following CGA guidelines.
Chemicals can damage, remove or destroy cylinder materials.
Chemical effects can be identified by signs of bubbling, pitting,
sever dulling of resin, deterioration of the resin layer, or multiple
transverse fractures (to the fibres). Should an indication of
chemical exposure manifest itself on a cylinder, this cylinder must
be condemned.
Other than a light discoloration of the resine or painted surface
which is removable with a fine grit scrubbing pad and liquid dish
soap mixed with water, any other heat damage should be
considered level three. Fire damage is similar to heat damage and
if prolonged flame impingement is known to have occurred,
remove the cylinder from service and condemn it.
Developing the skill to determine if a cylinder needs to be
condemned by visual external inspection is not required and is not
the assertion of this article. Developing the skills to determine if a
cylinder needs to be removed from service for further investigation
is critical. Far too often industry relies on the breathing apparatus
user to evaluate the condition of their unit through the use of their
best judgement. A function test of the unit provides a clear result
easily evaluated. However, without specific training, often a 0.01”
deep cut, twice the acceptable limit, is dismissed as minor and the
unit passed into service.
An invaluable aid to the safe operation of any fill station in any
fire hall anywhere is a Master Damage Cylinder Sample. The
master damage cylinder is a composite cylinder which has
arranged on it examples of each type and level of damage. The
purpose of the master damage cylinder, when mount right beside
the fill station, is to allow an immediate comparison to suspected
damage on operational cylinders before they can be charged.
While the master damage cylinder is an essential safety aid it
should be considered secondary to proper training with ongoing
refresher updates.
In the fiscal reality that fire services find themselves in today,
does it make sense to augment an already extensively trained fire
fighter with cylinder safety training? When you think we are
dealing with the explosive power of a hand grenade can the refusal

to deliver specialized training be defended? However, the point
becomes moot when the cost of using a specialist agency is
realized. The Master Damage Cylinder Sample costs less that one
pair of bunker boots. For slightly more than the cost of one pair of
boots a company like Professional Scuba Inspectors / Professional
Cylinder Inspectors (PSI/PCI), the North American leader in high
pressure cylinder safety training, can deliver not only Cylinder
Hazardous Materials safety training but also Fill Station Operator
and the complete Visual Cylinder Inspector course.
I think I have made my point, when the cost of a pair of boots is
all it takes to drastically reduce the possibility of a costly or even
fatal cylinder explosion how can we ignore it?
If you would like further information or to obtain a master damage
cylinder sample, feel free to contact PSI/PCI Canadian Instructor
Stu Gordon at stu@psicylinders.com , (250) 642-7507 or PSI/PCI
Head Office in Woodinville, Washington at psi@psicylinders.com.
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Our Services
• Well Control and Fireﬁghting
• H2S Safety
• Emergency Response Planning
• Plant Turnaround Safety and Rescue
• Shower Decontamination
• FireAde 2000
• Health, Safety and Environmental Management
• Hot Tap and Freeze Operations

Calgary Head Oﬃce Tel: 403-261-5075

Fort St. John Operations

Tel: 250-785-2721

Red Deer Operations Tel: 403-340-0718

Grand Prairie Operations Tel: 780-831-2910

24 hours emergency service: 1-800-882-4967
Website: www.safetyboss.com
Email: info@safetyboss.net
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Hell on WHEELS
Hellfire Suppression Services’ fire trucks
roll into harsh worksite conditions with ease
Hellfire Suppression Services is an industrial fire fighting

have been experienced on job sites with regards to industrial fire

company with its head office based in Rocky Mountain House

trucks. Once these problems were analyzed Hellfire spared no

Alberta. The services offered by Hellfire are numerous and

expense in ensuring these issues would not happen in our future.

directed mainly at the oil and gas industry and sustainable

Resolving these issues required a lot of R & D and at that point

resources, but Hellfire has on a number of occasions assisted the

Hellfire needed the assistance of experts, and fortunately they

municipal services as requested.

were close by in Sherwood Park Alberta by the name of Hotshot

Company offerings to the fire service industry include,

Fire Trucks owned by Gary Hovedebo. Together they have

fire/shower combination units, shower units, fire skids, fire

created formidable trucks designed to perform at optimum

trailers, fire pumps, along with water trucks, vac trucks, steam

capability in less than optimum conditions of Alberta’s harsh

trucks, medics, safety supervisors, breathing air trailers and a full

climate and worksites.

service safety supply store.
The fire/shower combo units were built with the sole intention

Combating these conditions began with obtaining a chassis
that could handle heavy loads, and coarse worksite conditions.

of creating the most versatile, rugged and dependable industrial

Hellfire chose the International 5600 Paystar Tridrive, which is

fire trucks possible. To achieve this goal a lot of research was

considered the ultimate work horse in extreme conditions. The

done by Hellfire management to expose all of the problems that

fact that they are triple axle units allows Hellfire to put more

D

esigned for municipal and industrial ﬁre departments and rescue teams,
and any corporate or government organization which requires its employees
to perform conﬁned space and high-angle rescues. The GRIPTECH SP2 rescue
system can be rigged in a block and tackle conﬁguration for vertical operation
and in a Z-Rig / Single Line conﬁguration for horizontal and inclined operation.
In both conﬁgurations, the GRIPTECH SP2 rescue system allows smooth controlled
lowering and raising for both conﬁned space and high-angle rescues. The GRIPTECH
SP2 rescue system is the most advanced and complete rope rescue system available.

ONE SYSTEM

ALL RESCUES
Quick changeover from raising to lowering and visa-versa in horizontal operation
Quick changeover from raising to lowering and visa-versa in vertical operation
Increased retention Eliminates the need for load-releasing hitches Lightweight
Safer to use Faster to deploy Faster to rescue Reduced training time

Try it once and you will never
GRIPTECH Rescue Inc.
P.O. Box 88 Newmarket, Ontario. L3Y 4W3
P. (905) 895-5704 F. (905) 895-2292
Toll Free. 1-800-267-3728 gp@griptechrescue.com

www.griptechrescue.com
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go back to the “old way” again.

equipment on board and to move more effectively in muddy and
wet conditions.

Equipment malfunction is always a problem that can arise, and
with the fire pumps powered by the truck motor, the company

The next concern, especially when working with fresh water

could not let the entire fire fighting ability rely solely on the main

and foam in Western Canada, is freezing weather. Hellfire utilizes

pump. Therefore, the trucks have a twin agent system in them of

a top drive transfer case to separate fire pumps from drive shafts.

compressed air foam and Purple k powered by Nitrogen

This does two things, first it allows the pumps to be placed inside

cylinders. This system is a backup to assist in the protection of

the body of the trucks where it is heated therefore eliminating

human life.

any freeze up issues, and secondly the torque from the drive shaft
when moving the truck cannot damage the pump gear box.
Another concern was that of improper foam proportioning and

The final issue Hellfire wanted to tackle was achieving proper
flow volumes in decontamination showers, which is hard to
accomplish when you’re are looking at pushing over 60 gallons

how that minimalizes fire suppression ability. Eductor type foam

per minute. Hellfire’s answer – install top of the line hydraulic

systems do not maintain proper foam percentages as the volume

pump systems that can do 100 gallons per minute. These pumps

of water flowed changes. Hellfire has dealt with this issue by

can run continuously even when the showers are not operating

implementing the German engineered Fire Dos System which

without fear of the pumps overheating.

allows one, three or six per cent to remain constant no matter

Maintenance understandably on fire trucks is of the utmost

what volume of water is being flowed, allowing the most effective

importance and Hellfire works closely with Hotshot Fire Trucks

use of our water. The Fire Dos System, one of the most

and Hellfire’s full time fire pump technicians and heavy duty

technically advanced foam injection systems in the world, has

mechanics to keep the equipment in excellent working condition.

proven to be fool proof and dependable and an asset to the

The determination Hellfire has to create the most hard working,

industrial fire fighting industry. They have proven to work so well

functional, dependable and extreme fire fighting units in

that Hotshot Fire Trucks has since chosen to become the

combination with the vast experience of all of those involved has

Canadian distributor.

inspired the creation of Hellfire’s latest fire truck.

a
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NOT A Fluffy Solution
A look at various foam applications for large
flammable liquid incidents, and how to put them in place
By The Firemaster
The old saying that, “You can always send back what you don’t
need, but you can’t use what you don’t have”, is never more
applicable than with large flammable liquid incidents. For the
extinguishment of small flammable liquid fires agents, such as
dry chemical, gaseous agents (CO2, dry chemicals, halon type,
etc.) or even the overwhelming application of water, have proven
adequate. For large flammable liquid incidents foam is considered
the agent of choice for ignition prevention and/or fire
extinguishment. Success in what many identify as ‘Low
Probability – High Consequence’ incidents, means strict
adherence to a few simple rules. Delivery of sufficient volumes
(foam application rate) for sufficient periods of time (foam
application time) to achieve the end goal of restoring normal
conditions, is a challenge for responders which increases
exponentially as fires become larger in size.
Until the very recent past, extinguishing flammable liquid fires
of great size were considered beyond the capabilities of the foam
systems available. From the introduction of mechanical foam,
many proportioning methods have been shown to be lacking in
one or more of the critical ingredients necessary to satisfy
responder’s needs at large incidents. Line proportioners (in-line
eductors), orifice injection, traditional around-the-pump, and
even balanced pressure systems certainly have their place in foam
fire protection. Each one has accumulated many successes at
incidents within the limits of their extinguishment capability.
Some argue that, in sufficient multiples, these systems will be
successful at very large flammable liquid fires. Whatever the
reason (manpower requirements for deployment/operation,
limited or reduced stream reach, or both) lower flow systems
have not been embraced by fire professionals to extinguish the
largest (foam solution flows of 5000 gpm and greater) fires.
Additionally, as will be discussed, many incidents include foam
application requirements other than the primary hazard (i.e.
storage tanks). If foam pumpers and other lower flow systems are
so engaged, they’re unavailable for incident stabilization. These
kinds of fires are occurring with more frequency as storage tanks
and operating units continue to grow in size.
While there are exceptions to every rule, the case can be made
that the state-of-the-art in foam systems for large flammable
liquid fires has only been with us for barely 20 years. The
introduction of self educting delivery systems was the first step
towards providing responders the tools they need for these fires.
Since its introduction in the 1980s, self educting systems have
accounted for the extinguishment of most flammable liquid fires
of significance.
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The self educting nozzle, the heart of the system, siphons foam
concentrate into the interior of the device where it mixes with
water at an acceptable proportioning percentage (usually slightly
rich). This nozzle is specifically designed so that most of the
water bypasses the venturi area where the majority of the
pressure drop takes place. The result is about a 10 per cent
pressure (and commensurate reduction in stream reach) instead
of the 40-60 per cent pressure drop encountered with in-line
eductors.
Until the introduction of the jet pump to this system, all foam
concentrate needed to be positioned within a few feet of the
delivery device prior to foam operations. The jet pump is another
example of a device already being used for tasks completely
unrelated but easily adapted to foam use. In the case of the jet
pump, also known as a ‘siphon ejector’, it was used for many
duties, including dewatering of marine vessels, basements, etc.
This addition allows responders to position the foam transfer
station at a location somewhat removed from the delivery
device(s). The system is relatively easy to set up, operate and is
very reliable (no moving parts from jet pump to nozzle). Major
fire extinguishments are a testament to the system’s effectiveness
and its popular among responders from both industrial and
governmental fire agencies.
The latest advance in large delivery systems is a hybrid form of
the around-the-pump (ATP) style of proportioning foam. Like
the self educting system before it, hybrid ATP simply
incorporates already existing ingredient parts and equipment into
a different and more effective system.
Hybrid ATP permits the location of the foam transfer station
to be at a safe distance (actually there’s no limitation other than
water hydraulics when calculating the separation distance
between nozzle(s) and jet pump(s)). Because foam concentrate is
not siphoned at the delivery device, the stream reach is almost
the same as when applying only water. This fact alone could
mean the difference between success and failure at a hard to
reach fire.
The primary difference in this system is that the rich foam
solution (upwards of 60 per cent concentrate by volume) is
injected instead of siphoned into the waterway. This is usually
accomplished by sending some of the discharge from the water
pump to the jet pump(s) where concentrate is siphoned and
discharged as a rich foam solution. At this point, instead of being
sent to the inlet of the self educting nozzle, the foam solution
enters the inlet of a second pump where the pressure is increased
to a level that exceeds the pressure in the water delivery lines.

This allows the rich foam solution to enter the
waterway and further mix (dilute in percentage from
as much as 2/3 concentrate to water ratio to the proper
proportioning percentage) before it reaches the nozzle.
The farther away from the delivery device this action
takes place, the better the foam solution produced.
Regardless of the method used, success requires
more than selecting from one of the two
proportioning/delivery systems described above.
Obviously, being able to proportion and deliver
sufficient foam solution to the liquid surface of the
burning fuel is critical to any success at large flammable
liquid incidents. However, logistics has ultimately
meant the difference between success and failure. The following
is as an example of how to plan, organize and execute tactics that
promise the greatest likelihood of success.
The incident prioritization sequence of RECEO (Rescue,
Exposure, Confinement, Extinguishment, Overhaul) still apply
and need to be addressed in conjunction with, yet somewhat
differently than, tank extinguishment strategies and tactics. The
focus prior to the Extinguishment phase of the operation, is to
keep people alive, while not letting the incident become any
worse than it already is. Foam used during these operations will
be for such activities as victim extraction, keeping exposures
intact and confining the fire to the area of origin.
When the issues of Rescue, Exposures and Confinement have
been addressed and the incident stabilized to the satisfaction of
the IC, the extinguishment of the tank can be addressed. For
optimum performance, delivery devices should be placed
upwind of the fire at a location that ensures sufficient finished
foam will reach the liquid surface area. In some situations, due
to reach limitations, self educting devices may not be the
products of choice for this task. Delivery devices should be
among the first deployed. If not immediately available, provision
should be made to accommodate their deployment as soon as
they arrive on-scene.
With the delivery devices in place, the next consideration
should be the water pumping capacity necessary to produce
required flow. The goal here is to deliver sufficient water volume
to the nozzles at a pressure at least exceeding the minimum
requirement. Once again, water pumping apparatus placement
should be at locations only as close to the scene as is necessary to
achieve required flows and pressures.
Foam concentrate transfer stations (the incident location at
which concentrate is siphoned from containers and mixed with
water to form the rich solution that will be ‘leaned’ later to the
proper proportioning percentage) should be located at the
periphery of the incident.
The ideal location is one sufficiently remote from the fire that
the physically demanding tasks performed (including driving
trucks, operating forklifts, etc.) can be performed by personnel
who don’t need to wear PPE and SCBA. Access to these stations
must be continuous and configured in a way that will allow foam
concentrate in varying types of containers (drums, totes, bulk
liquid carriers or tenders, pails) to be quickly off loaded and made
ready for use.

While opinions vary, most with experience in this area agree
that the total incident foam consumed will be three to four times
the amount required for extinguishment. Post extinguishment
foam blanket maintenance has many times continued for days
after the fire is out. This means that continuous routes of access
for resupply must be maintained throughout the entire period of
the incident.
When it comes to flammable liquid fires, we have the
equipment and we know how to use it. If our equipment is
adequate to the task (properly sized for the hazard) and in good
repair and our responders are properly trained (with sufficient
hands-on refreshers), our greatest vulnerability is usually
reduced. a
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Clear THE AIR
Air monitoring vans and critical area transmitting systems
help keep companies, communities and the environment safe
By The Firemaster
Occasionally, during the course of normal
operations in the oil and gas industry,
disaster strikes and there is an uncontrolled
release of gas into the atmosphere. Some of
the wells being drilled in Western Canada
contain H2S gas that is poisonous. Although
there are numerous measures to prevent
such a release, the industry has put into
place a series of procedures to deal with a
gas release to prevent injury to the public, or
damage to the environment.
One of the tools at the disposal of an oil
company is a mobile air monitoring van.
Firemaster has three of these units, all of
which are four wheel drive, and can access
remote areas. The units have the capability
to move around a specific area and measure
the concentration of H2S gas in parts per million. If a release of
sour gas is harmful due to the proximity of residents, then it may
be necessary to ignite the release. The residue from igniting H2S
gas is sulfur dioxide or SO2, and is also toxic. Firemaster’s air
monitoring vans have the capability to measure SO2 in parts per
million as well. All of the information that is gathered can be sent
via satellite phone wherever the oil company determines.
In many instances, the oil company will put a unit out on
location while they are working in a sour gas formation just as a
precaution. They will take readings around a certain area before
the sour formation is open and use those readings as a
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benchmark. If an odour complaint comes in, they can refer back
to the benchmark to see if the parts per million has changed
while they work on the sour formation.
There are locations that are hard to get at, but oil companies
still like to have some form of air monitoring. Firemaster has
stationary units called Critical Area Transmitting Systems
(CATS) that were designed for such locations. The CATS are a
stand alone, solar powered air monitors that can be deployed by
ATV, horseback or in some instances, by helicopter. These units
do the same parts per million air monitoring for H2S and SO2 as
the mobile units. The CATS units report via satellite to a central
location that is determined by the customer. In the instance of a
release, the monitor can be programmed to call a phone number
or numerous numbers to give the alert.
Although these units were built to enhance the service of oil
and gas producing customers, the mobile air monitoring vans
can be used at other emergencies as well, such as monitoring for
anhydrous ammonia at a train derailment or to monitor for
sulfur at an acid spill. The units can be configured to monitor for
most gases.
Mobile air monitoring vans and CATS give the industry the
best tools possible to work safely in hazardous locations. These
tools give residents the confidence to allow the energy industry to
keep exploring and finding new reserves of oil and natural gas. a

That Shiny RED TRUCK
Writing the proper specifications
for a new fire truck
By Carey Feduniw, New Apparatus Sales Manager, Rocky Mountain Phoenix
So purchasing has given you the go ahead to start working
towards buying a new fire apparatus. The last truck made its
way into the fire hall over 20 years ago, and anybody who
was involved with purchasing that unit has retired or moved
on. Where do you start? Changes in NFPA standards,
Occupational Health and Safety standards, emission
compliance, and firefighting practices and technology have
greatly affected today’s firefighting apparatus. Most fire
chiefs will only be involved in designing and purchasing a
new fire apparatus once in their career. Developing a
specification for a new fire apparatus that will be in place for
the next 20 years can be a daunting task.

Rocky Mountain House, Alberta
Toll Free: 1-800-494-4210 Toll Free: 1-888-815-0500
www.rockymountainphoenix.com
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That Shiny RED TRUCK continued
The best place to start is to
determine what the requirements for
the new apparatus are, and what roles it
needs to fulfill. Will the unit only be
used on site, or will it operate off site as
well in a mutual aid role? What
pumping capacity is required? Does the
water system at the plant site restrict
what the apparatus will be able to flow?
Does it need to carry both water and
foam concentrate, and how much? Is an
elevated water stream required? How
much equipment storage space is required? How many
firefighters does it need to carry? And how much room is
there in the fire hall? It is also advantageous to review the
apparatus currently in service. Does it do the job that it is
required to do? List what good points there are about the
unit, and what changes could be made to make it better. Do
the firefighters have any issues with operating the unit?
Talk with other similar facilities that have recently
purchased new apparatus. They can be a great resource for
information, and can save a lot of time and effort as they
have just been through the entire process. They can advise
what they may have done differently to make their unit
perform even better than it does. Visit their sites if possible
to look over their new unit, and ask questions about how the
truck works for them.
Lastly, utilize the manufacturer’s representatives, both for
complete apparatus and components within the apparatus. These
professionals are your best resource, as they are up to speed on all
of the latest technology and features currently available. Share
your requirements with them, and have them propose a solution
to your specific needs. They can provide options, allowing
flexibility in both design and budget, for alternate configurations
or components that will achieve the same firefighting solution.
Tour the manufacturing facilities to see what is
available in the market today, as this will give you
different ideas for the design of your unit. Having the
manufacturers provide you with budget pricing for
your new unit allows you to determine your budget
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with your purchasing department. There is nothing worse than
setting a budget amount approved for your purchase, and then
having to go back to purchasing once the bid responses have been
received to request additional funding.
Once you have collected all of your information, it is time to
start writing your specification. Sending out a one or two page
specification is one of the biggest mistakes that commonly
occur. This can lead to disastrous results, with bid responses
covering both ends of the spectrum. Bid review and comparison
is very difficult and extremely lengthy due to the vast
differences in the responses. Doing your homework ahead of

The key to making sure you receive an apparatus that meets
your needs is to do your research ahead of time, and write a
specification that covers all of the requirements for your site.
This will ensure that your new apparatus will be the right one
for your fire service, providing you with years of effective fire
protection. a

time and developing a specification that outlines your specific
needs will save many hours of work and heartache later.
Remember that in a bid situation if you don’t ask for something
in your specification, most manufacturers will not include it in
their response. All fire apparatus are custom built – nothing is
“standard”. This specification should be tailored to your site’s
specific needs and requirements.
There are two types of specifications, a detailed technical
specification or a performance specification. Each is equally
effective, with normally differing results. A detailed technical
(or “nut and bolt”) specification is normally written to favor
pre-determined apparatus manufacturers and component
suppliers. The document will contain specific brands and
models of the components, and specific body construction
details that outline materials and methods required to build the
apparatus. It lays out exactly what the customer wants and is
very restrictive for any of the apparatus manufacturers who
intend to provide a bid response. Normally only one or two bid
responses will be received with this type of specification. Bid
review and comparison will be relatively easy.
A performance specification is much less restrictive. The
specification describes what the customer requires the apparatus
to do without listing set makes and models of components. The
specification will lay out requirements such as pumping capacity
needed, flow requirements for finished water/foam solution,
compartment space needed, hose load requirements, crew
carrying capability, and the standard that it is required to meet.
This type of specification allows the potential manufacturers the
flexibility to offer solutions that meet the performance criteria
set out, therefore more apparatus manufacturers will provide a
bid response. In this instance, bid review and comparison will
take more time than with a technical specification, as there will
be different options to consider. Ask questions of the
manufacturers to ensure that you compare “apples to apples”
when doing your specification review.
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CHOOSE Wisely
Finding the right electronic remote controlled
monitor systems for your operation
By Elkhart Brass
In today’s global market place, there is an ever increasing
movement for greater fire protection safety and security in
industrial sites. This movement is manifesting itself in the
installation of Electronic Remote Controlled Monitor Systems
(ERCM’s), replacing manual fire suppression systems especially
in the Petrol-Chemical Market Segment. One’s response in the
first few moments after an industrial event makes the difference
between containment and escalation. Can one rely on or does
one want personnel to place themselves in a highly explosive
situation to operate a manual water monitor? This reflection is
prompting a worldwide trend to installation of Electronic
Remote Controlled Monitor (ERCM) Systems that can be safely
and quickly operated and directed at the fire event.
Although Remote Controlled Monitors Systems have been
used for the last 20 years, these systems had been mainly based
on hydraulic pressure or water power to affect the directional
movement of the water monitors. Overall, these systems were
quite costly to purchase, to install and to maintain while at the
same time providing limited control features. However with the
advancement of reliable and flexible electronic controls,
Electronic Remote Controlled Monitor Systems are finding
their way to the mainstream method to protect valuable
industrial facilities and their products offering customized
designs for each unique industrial site.
Probably the most important factor when considering a
choice for an ERCM System is the choice of the manufacturer
and distributor of such equipment. Since the equipment is truly
a system, it is imperative that the reputation, integrity and
reliability of the supplier be considered. Does the supplier offer
complete system accountability that includes design,
manufacturing, programming, certification, commissioning and
after-sales support? Does the supplier have enough depth in
their offering and expertise to assist in the system layout and is
their system proposal clear in defining the scope of work that
will be performed by them and other contractors that would
involved in the successful installation of the system?
Since ERCM’s are systems and not just standard water
monitors, it is imperative that the entire electronic system
configuration be rated and certified for hazardous condition
environments. Overall, the traditional, standardized FM and UL
designations for the monitors and nozzles themselves do not
necessarily apply to the complete, customized system that is
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used for each installation. Thus, it is necessary that
NFPA Class I Division II and CE ATEX non-incendive
electronic design and build specifications are well understood
and built into the electrical component configuration of the
entire system to allow operation in hazardous areas even if the
electronic enclosure is compromised. One should insist that
these monitor systems are labeled with these internationally
recognized codes.
Other important system features that must be considered
when selecting a supplier are as follows: Are the electric
monitor and nozzle motors AC Brushless and sealed to IP-67
dust and moisture environmental ratings? Are they TENV
(Totally Enclosed Non Ventilated) and rated for continuous
oscillation? Do they carry at least a two-year warranty? Are
there provisions made in the Electronic Control Enclosures,
such as Vortex Cooling units, to maintain correct
environmental conditions for the electronic components of the
system that are subject to harsh environments?
Another consideration for supplier selection is their range of
monitor control schemes. As an example, are they expandable
for future monitor system installations? One of the latest
control technologies to be employed is the use of Touch Screen
intuitive operator interfaces. These programmable control
systems offer improved operator response in catastrophic
situations with unlimited flexibility and expandability.
Overall, making a decision to install an Electronic Remote
Controlled Monitor System may appear to be complex.
However, the process is quite simple if one aligns oneself with
an internationally recognized supplier with the experience and
proven integrity to assist the facility in the step by step process
of a successful ERCM installation. a

New Wave LEARNING
On-line training solutions complement
hands-on training
The internet and online training has seen significant gains in the
last decade. Research indicates that now over 67 per cent of
Canadians have an internet connection and that more people,
even in older age groups, are utilizing the Internet on a regular
basis.
In light of this, many fire safety and emergency organizations
today are using online firefighting and emergency response
training to complement their ‘hands on” training efforts. The
leader in providing this type of solution to the Fire/EMS service
in North America is TargetSafety (www.targetsafety.com), who is
the only authorized training partner of the NFPA. The Canadian
affiliate for TargetSafety is Medteq Solutions
(www.medteqsolutions.ca).
Firefighter and EMS Training Content
With over 40 NFPA 1001, 1021 and 1500 Firefighter courses,
as well as, 57 EMS courses, the Medteq/TargetSafety library
provides organizations with what they need to ensure the highest
level of understanding in the Emergency Response subject area.
Additionally, numerous “soft skill” courses are provided (i.e
WHMIS, Sexual Harassment, etc.) as part of the course library to
round out the training solution.
Course content is designed with the adult learner in mind and
is therefore structured to ensure maximum retention. Each
course includes multiple study exercises in each lesson, and most
courses consist of approximately 10 lessons that take on average
30-45 minutes to complete. When the student successfully
completes the assigned lessons a final multiple choice
examination is required to be completed before the system will
generate a student certificate. A passing grade level can be
adjusted to suit the organization’s particular requirements.
Navigation within the courseware is designed to ensure
minimal computer knowledge is required. A simple click of the
“Next” or “Back” button will move the student through the course
lessons. And, should a student have a question during the course
experience they can click “Ask a Question” and the system will
assemble an email with the student’s question and send to the
individual of your choosing (i.e. Training Officer, H&S
representative etc.) Because the system is Web based no software
is required to be downloaded. This means that organizations with
restrictive IT policies can use this system easily without
computer hardware/software re-configuration.
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Your Policies and Procedures
Courses can be made organization specific by uploading
policies and procedures into a respective course. The student
must then read and acknowledge that they understand how
the policy relates to the standard course content. This
provides an organization specific training experience but also
strengthens “due diligence” documentation related to policies
and procedures.
Cost
Example: An Emergency Response team of 40 could
implement the Firefighter/EMS course library for less than
$5.00/course per year which includes the set up of a customized
learning management Website.
Web based training enables the delivery of theoretical
components of education in ways that are measurable, verifiable
and transferable, and which complement the practical
components for a more worthwhile and educationally viable
training experience.
What to arrange a “test drive” of a solution for your
organization? Email nelson@medteqsolutions.ca to get started.a
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Putting Plans IN PLACE
By Marcel F. Adamkewicz, Chairman
Strathcona District Mutual Assistance Program

The Strathcona District Mutual Assistance Program
(SDMAP) is a partnership of more than 30 industrial and
community agencies dedicated to emergency response
planning in east Edmonton and Strathcona County. Since
1979, we have been sharing best practices for industrial
incident planning and response.
SDMAP Objectives
To provide a coordinated mutual assistance response to
deal with all natural, acts of God and industrial emergencies
which impact on the public and property.
To assure that the mutual assistance system is functional
through regular emergency drills and by addressing the
overall performance of the organization.
To facilitate collective interaction and support between
industry, governmental agencies and the community in
emergency preparedness.
Through the structure and application of mutual assistance
programs between emergency service organizations within
Strathcona County and adjoining counties, ensure compatibility
of plans, procedures, equipment, training and communications.
Ensure that the emergency response plans of industrial and
civic authorities among the membership are compatible with
one another and with senior government disaster plans for
the area.
To maintain continual and constructive communication
between members providing maximum awareness of developing
needs, new techniques and promoting a high level of
commitment and co-operation in emergency preparedness
activities.
The Three P’s
Plan: SDMAP uses the combined expertise and equipment of
all our members, which includes emergency response crews
from refineries, petro-chemical plants, manufacturers and oil
and gas transportation companies, as well as, emergency 4
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services and police from both Strathcona County and the City
of Edmonton. All members have emergency response plans that
work hand in hand with the community response plans.
Prepare: Being ready - day or night - for any situation relies
on extensive preparation. Maintaining a current inventory of
available equipment and trained staff, as well as conducting
routine hazard assessments, gives SDMAP partners the ability
to make sound emergency response decisions in a short amount
of time.
Practice: Routine training exercises conducted on member
sites give SDMAP partners the opportunity to gain familiarity
with other industrial plants, as well as, different types of
response equipment. In a training environment, members test
and improve emergency response plans and strengthen their
working relationships prior to an emergency situation.
SDMAP is committed to working together for a safer
community. Through participation in safety education and
awareness activities, SDMAP believes everyone in the
community can do their part in being prepared for incidents at
home or at work. As industry, communities and individuals we
are better prepared to manage any incident quickly and
effectively - natural or industrial – if we plan, prepare and
practice. a

Strathcona District Mutual Assistance Program
SDMAP is a partnership of more than 30 industrial and community agencies dedicated to
emergency response planning in east Edmonton and Strathcona County. Since 1979,
we have been sharing best practices for industrial incident planning and response.

Objectives

Plan

Community Benefits

1. To provide a coordinated mutual assistance response
to deal with all natural, acts of God and industrial
emergencies which impact on the public and property.

SDMAP uses the combined expertise and equipment of
all our members, which includes emergency response
crews from refineries, petro-chemical plants,
manufacturers and oil and gas transportation
companies, as well as emergency services and police
from both Strathcona County and the City of
Edmonton. All members have emergency response
plans that work hand in hand with the community
response plans.

SDMAP is committed to working together for a safer

2. To assure that the mutual assistance system is
functional through regular emergency drills and by
addressing the overall performance of the
organization.
3. To facilitate collective interaction and support
between industry, governmental agencies and the
community in emergency preparedness.
4. Through the structure and application of mutual
assistance programs between emergency service
organizations within Strathcona County and adjoining
counties, ensure compatibility of plans, procedures,
equipment, training and communications.
5. Ensure that the emergency response plans of
industrial and civic authorities among the membership
are compatible with one another and with senior
government disaster plans for the area.
6. To maintain continual and constructive
communication between members providing maximum
awareness of developing needs, new techniques and
promoting a high level of commitment and
co-operation in emergency preparedness activities.

community. Through participation in safety education
and awareness activities, SDMAP believes everyone in
the community can do their part in being prepared for
incidents at home or at work. As industry, communities
and individuals we are better prepared to manage any
incident quickly and effectively – natural or industrial
– if we plan, prepare and practice.

Prepare
Being ready – day or night – for any situation relies
on extensive preparation. Maintaining a current
inventory of available equipment and trained staff, as
well as conducting routine hazard assessments, gives
SDMAP partners the ability to make sound emergency
response decisions in a short amount of time.

Practice
Routine training exercises conducted on member sites
give SDMAP partners the opportunity to gain
familiarity with other industrial plants as well as
different types of response equipment. In a training
environment, members test and improve emergency
response plans and strengthen their working
relationships prior to an emergency situation.
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Burn BABY Burn
Burn room lining protection for live fire training structures
Choosing the right burn room lining system for live fire training
structures is critical. Before deciding on a protective lining
system do research by contacting a cross section of other fire
training departments in your region to obtain feedback about
lining systems and what works. Check that the lining system you
choose can cope with the harsh environment created by live fire
train-ing exercises (temperatures can “peak” at up to 2,000
degrees F).
One important factor to address when selecting a burn room
lining system is its ability to deal with extreme thermal
shock/steam laden air cycling created during fire extinguishment
involving high pressure water streams. A lining system unable to
deal with thermal shock will require costly frequent replacement
and disrupt training schedules. If your burn room lining system
cracks, spalls or breaks there is a real probability that structural
integrity is being compromised.
High Temperature Linings, a division of E H Glover Inc., with
offices in Virginia and Arizona, has developed a unique modular
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burn room lining system to address these concerns. System 203
(manufactured and installed by HTL) is a ship-lapped
interlocking thermo-refractory-ceramic casting tile system
measuring 12” x 12” x 2” thickness with encapsulated insulation
board lining. System 203 has been protecting new and
refurbished live fire training structures since 1991 throughout
North America and Canada. This unsurpassed performance
record allows for continuous live fire training evolutions without
interruption for maintenance or replacement. This most cost
effective “advanced” burn room lining system depicts reliability,
durability and safety, allowing for continuous burning up to 2,000
degrees F. The unique ship-lapped design protects the insulation
lining and civil structure from water streams, extreme high
temperature and thermal damage. HTL’s other products and
services include add-on burn rooms/burnpods (fully lined),
remodeling of existing burn buildings and design/estimating
services (at no charge to customers) for new building or
restoration projects. a

Industrial ﬁres require high powered ﬁre ﬁghting.
Hale is the big water technology leader with pump power to spare:
s

8FG High volume pump – developed especially for industrial ﬁre ﬁghting applications. 3000 GPM
NFPA rating, the highest available.

s

A wide variety of standard and custom skid and trailer pumping modules. Hale skids and trailers operate
from pole to pole in cold harsh environments and in extremely hot desert conditions.

s

Class 1 governors and gauges provide enhanced pump control.

s

CAFSPro® Compressed Air Foam Systems for quick, efﬁcient ﬁre knockdown.

For powerful solutions to your industrial ﬁreﬁghting needs contact Hale at 800-220-4253 or visit our web
site at www.haleproducts.com

